
Giveaway Terms and Conditions 
This Giveaway – ROG Masters 2022 regional final broadcast (“Giveaway”) is hosted by ASUS 

GLOBAL PTE. LTD (“ASUS”). 

  

1. Detailed information with respect to how to play and win prizes in connection with this 

specific Giveaway, ASUS Terms of Use Notice, and ASUS Privacy Policy, constitutes part of 

this Giveaway Event Terms and Conditions ("Terms and Conditions"). Participation in this 

Giveaway is deemed acceptance of these Terms and Conditions.  ASUS may at any time 

revise the Terms and Conditions and other rules set forth by ASUS. Eligible Entrant (as 

defined below) shall be bound by any such revisions. 

 

2. Regional finals commences on 2022/9/23 1:00 PM (GMT+8) and terminates on 2022/9/23 

9:00 PM (GMT+8) ("Giveaway Period") and hosts TH, ID, MY, SG, VN, PH, KH, HK (“Giveaway 

Territory”). 

  

3. Employees of ASUS and its parent companies, affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising 

representatives and agencies, who are involved in the Giveaway, and the immediate families 

of any of the foregoing persons, are NOT ELIGIBLE for this Giveaway. 

 

4. People who live in the Giveaway Territory and would like to participate in this Giveaway 

during the Giveaway Period acknowledge as follows: 

 

A. Eligible Entrants (as defined below) shall be at least 20 years old and considered an adult by 

the laws of the country where you reside in. 

B. Those who complete the below actions will be qualified to join the giveaway lucky draw. 

(1) Leave your comment and predict which team will advance to the APAC Grand Finals 

with reasons on one of the following ASUS or ESL Regional Finals livestream channels: 

ASUS ROG Vietnam - Facebook 
ASUS ROG Thailand - Facebook 
ASUS ROG Indonesia - Facebook  
ASUS ROG Global - YouTube 
ASUS ROG Global - Twitch 
ESL Asia - Facebook  
ESL Vietnam - Facebook 
ESL Thailand - Facebook 
ESL Indonesia - Facebook 
 

(2) The above comment must be posted with the hashtag #ROGMastersAPAC. 

https://www.asus.com/Terms_of_Use_Notice_Privacy_Policy/Official-Site/
https://www.asus.com/Terms_of_Use_Notice_Privacy_Policy/Privacy_Policy


C. The Prize winners will be randomly selected and be subsequently announced by 30 

September 2022 (“Drawing Date”) on ASUS ROG Vietnam, ASUS ROG Thailand, ASUS ROG 

Indonesia, ASUS ROG Malaysia, ASUS ROG Singapore, ASUS ROG Philippines, ASUS ROG 

Cambodia, ASUS ROG Hong Kong and ESL Asia Facebook pages. 

D. There are four (4) ROG Backpacks will be given away with total value of three hundred fifty 

US dollars ($350 USD). (Two (2) prizes will be given away on ROG Facebook Channels and 

two (2) prizes will be given away on ESL Facebook Channels). 

E. Prize winners will be contacted by ROG or ESL Facebook channels via Facebook messenger, 

and prize winners shall inform ASUS or ESL of their contact information (such as full name, 

phone number, physical address) within seven (7) days after the Drawing Date. Any failure 

of a Prize winner to make the contact information available to ASUS or ESL will be deemed 

a waiver of the right for the Prize awarded, and ASUS and ESL, in its sole discretion, have the 

right to conduct a redraw to decide a substitute. Also, ASUS reserves the right to substitute 

a Prize for one of equal or greater value should it become unavailable for any reason. 

F. The Prize will be delivered to your indicated address within two (2) months after the Drawing 

Date. The delivery date may be changed without prior notices. 

G. You acknowledge that each comment will be separately counted one (1) Entrant for this 

Giveaway during the Giveaway Period, and an Eligible Entrant is allowed to win one time. 

Multiple comments on the same channels will be forfeited.  

H. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. No purchase is necessary to participate in the Giveaway. A 

purchase will not improve Entrant’s chances of winning. 

I. For any reviews/ articles/ posts/ ratings about Entrant’s user-generated content or using 

experience of ASUS products/ services on ASUS or on 3rd party platforms, Entrant should 

disclose material connections between Entrant and ASUS in such reviews/ articles/ posts/ 

ratings (for example, by stating “sponsored post by ASUS” or  “promoted post by ASUS” in 

Entrant’s reviews/ articles/ posts/ ratings). 

 

5. Participants must guarantee that all information provided is accurate and truthful. By 

participating, you agree to the ASUS privacy policy: 

https://www.asus.com/Terms_of_Use_Notice_Privacy_Policy/Privacy_Policy 

 

6. If there are any problems encountered in this Giveaway, please contact us via 

support@rogmastersapac.gg 

 

7. This Giveaway is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, 

Facebook. You agree to grant parties mentioned above a complete release regarding this 

Giveaway. You acknowledge that you are providing your comments and Personal 

https://www.asus.com/Terms_of_Use_Notice_Privacy_Policy/Privacy_Policy
mailto:support@rogmastersapac.gg


Information to ASUS and not to Facebook; and such information and Personal Information 

will only be used for this Giveaway – ROG Masters 2022 regional final Giveaway. 

 


